
RUSSIAN GUIDES, MEDICAL SCHOOLS 
AND RESEARCH.* 

By NORMAN M. DOTT, F.R.C.S.Ed. 

I LOOK back on my recent three weeks in Russia with pleasure 
and satisfaction. As you will observe, I had the advantage of 

excellent travelling companionship. Without implying too rigo^' 
ous an exclusiveness I may comment that doctors travelling 
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Russia will find a small party advantageous. With the language 
difficulty and the frequent necessity for an interpreter it would 
be impossible for members of a large party to obtain the personal 
contact with the Russians which makes such travel worth while- 

Our tour was organised by the Society for Cultural 
Relations, U.S.S.R. and Britain. This society is a branch i'1 

Britain of "V.O.K.S.," an organisation in Russia for promoting 
facilities of foreign contacts and especially the requirements 
of foreign travellers in Russia. Their general service is most 

efficient, and they showed a kindly human feeling for us. 

They provided us with a charming and capable lady guide 
who took us under her wing in London and whom we soon 
addressed as " Ma." When we arrived in Moscow where it 

had been arranged that 
" Ma " should transfer her charges 

to a stranger's care, the family cried out bitterly that they could 
not proceed south without their mother. V.O.K.S. recognised 
the pathos of the situation and sent " Ma " on with us and 
she mothered us all the way. The stranger mentioned above 
also accompanied us and proved to be a very companionable 
and intelligent Communist who had spent some years 

in 

America and in Scotland and whose conversation was alway5 

interesting. The local guides provided were excellent linguists 
and for the most part pleasing, interesting and intelligent- 
personalities who did everything possible to facilitate our 

search for knowledge, beauty and matters of medical and 
social interest. Usually they could be drawn into interesting 
discussions of conditions in Russia. One observed that they 
were at first somewhat on their guard against the more aggressive 
types of foreign tourists, but with a little tact they usually 
responded well. Only on one or two occasions we had guides 
who merely sought to convert us from the error of our capital" 

* Read at a Meeting of the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, 
on ist December 1937. 
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some tinned food with me, but this was not at all necessary) 
our food tickets providing us everywhere with more than enough 
of excellent fare. 

V.O.K.S. treated me very kindly personally. I desired to 

break my journey at Moscow, return to Leningrad for some 

days and then proceed direct to the Crimea. Presumably 
because my additional travel was in pursuit of Medical Science 

they charged me only one-sixth of the additional fare incurred- 
On this journey from Leningrad to Sevastopol which occupy 
two days I had to make some attempt at conversation with 

my Russian companions. One such conversation began by 

my demonstrating by a mock operation that I was a surgeon- 
The Russian was an official in charge of prevention of ̂ reS! 
He indicated fire by striking a match, and that he prevente 
its occurrence by spitting on the box and then attempting to 
strike a light. Eventually we learned quite a lot about each 
other. He was a very pleasant and cultured person. 

" Intourist 
" 

is the official Russian travel agency with 

representatives at all the principal hotels in Russia and with 
offices in London, Paris, Berlin, etc., etc. We found them 

highly efficient and they co-operated very well with V.O.K-S- 
in the management of the tour. As an example of their 

efficiency one may mention that we were scheduled to sail by 

a Russian ship from London direct to Leningrad. This ship 
had been damaged. Another Russian boat which was to cal 

for us had to be deviated at the last minute to pick up the cre"^v 
of a Russian vessel which had been sunk off the North coast 
of Spain. Within two hours, Intourist had arranged for our 
travel via Swedish Lloyd service, Gotteborg, Stockholm > 

across the Baltic Sea to Aubo and through Finland by 

Helsingfors to Leningrad. Russia is the home of propaganda 
and it was not surprising to find that occasion was taken f?r 
the public presentation of this rescued crew at the Opera 
House in Leningrad. The presentation was accompanied by 
suitable pro-soviet and anti-fascist enthusiasm, enhanced by 
the sight of their fellow-countrymen and women wearing slings> 
splints, etc. Again at Moscow I encountered the rescued cre^ 
of a torpedoed Spanish vessel. They were being feasted in the 

palatial restaurant of the new Volga-Moscow canal station- 

One can hardly doubt that these Spaniards will carry awaV 

very favourable impressions of the Land of Soviets, and som1 
of them will act as missionaries of its faith. 
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this incident to show the state of political nervousness which 
exists. I suppose this Director knew that photographs were 
censored and wished to take no risk that his permission might 
be disapproved in official circles. This political nervousness 
is further evinced by the isolation of U.S.S.R. There is little 

traffic across its frontiers. Incoming' literature is closely 
censored. Foreign mail is censored. Photographs are 

censored. Internally one cannot shut one's eyes to the some- 

what drastic cathartic treatment which political nervousness 

prescribes for possible disturbers of Russia's regime. The 

regime is, of course, supported by every possible method 
0 

propaganda. It must be said, however, that we saw no signs 
of interference with personal liberty, and that the people 0 

Russia appeared healthy, happy, well-fed, contented an 

generally satisfied with social conditions and progress. 
ourselves, we had no cause for serious dissatisfaction, 

think the only physical hardship to which we were expose 
was an olfactory one. The Russian does not quite understan 
the modus operandi of the modern water-closet. ThlS 

apparatus is freely supplied by the State. The Russia11' 

presumably from fear of deranging these delicate contrivances 
by blocking the pipes, prefers to collect used toilet paper in 

a 

basket or in a great heap in a corner of the apartment. ThlS 

was greatly appreciated by numerous native flies though not 

by us fastidious foreigners. We thought a little propaganda 
on this subject would have been useful. It is, perhaps, right 
that we should remind ourselves that the modern W.C. is n?t 

an ancient institution in Britain, and, indeed, has not foun 
its way to outlying districts yet. 

V.O.K.S. arranged for us at Moscow and again on the eve 

of our departure from Kiev, two very hospitable receptions- 
They had invited to meet us the very flower of the medica 

profession. Among Vice-Commissars for health, Directors 
and Professors, I felt very humble. These men were true 

and eminent medical scientists and were very kind and intcI^ 
esting. The Moscow reception was called a 

" Tea Reception 
?but starting with 1870 vodka and proceeding to a choice 

variety of native liqueurs, I do not think we reached the tea. 

It is remarkable how little evidence one sees of destruction 
of public buildings and monuments in a country so recently 
the scene of a great social upheaval. The Russians are quite 
alive to their artistic heritage and everywhere one observe 
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generally in the last 150 years. Some of the contemporaO 
work is excellent. There is also a section devoted to ancient 
Russian ecclesiastical painting, much of which is very beautiiu 

? 

In the Public Park of Culture and Rest in Moscow some | of the modern museums were very interesting and at the same 
time they fulfilled a purpose for Soviet propaganda. One 

museum depicted the various nationalities of the Great UmOI|j It was a kind of wax-work showing native costumes an 

typical local scenes and activities. The section dealing ^vl 

public undertakings was instructive. In modelled map sty 
the Volga-Moscow canal (now completed) and the Volga-D?j| 
canal (nearing completion) are shown. These works ^vI 

permit 4000-ton vessels to reach Moscow from the Black Sea- 
Here, too, was a model of the projected Palace of Soviets-"" 
a towering 

" 

sky-scraper 
" 

surmounted by an enormous statue 
of Lenin. We saw the foundations of this ambitious structure 
being prepared in Moscow. An Arctic Museum was very vvC 

carried out, showing models of discovery ships and aeroplancSj native dress and customs, natural flora and fauna, an 

artificially selected and acclimatised modern crops. Sorne 
what more sinister to my mind was the exhibition of Stakariovite 
methods of production?the inventions and devices of certa"1 
" 

super-artisans 
" 

for increasing individual industrial produc^ 
tion. I thought that Henry Ford had not lived in vain. Thesc 
Stakanovite workers rank high in Russia to-day as publ,c 
heroes and heroines. 

In art galleries and museums one encountered nurner?uS 
groups of young artisans and of children receiving instructi?n 
from special teachers. The modern Russian, at least in the 

larger cities, does not lack opportunities for culture and f?r 
the acquisition of useful general knowledge. Moreover, s? 

far as I could judge, he appeared willing, anxious and activC 
in the pursuit of these improving influences. 

I have said that V.O.K.S. provided an excellent program^0 
of general and of medical sight-seeing for us. They were' 
however, obviously unaccustomed to cater for medical specialty and hardly understood their significance. We had previous ̂  been invited to enumerate those things we particularly desu*e 
to see. It was soon evident, however, that although 
anxious to help us V.O.K.S. had not arranged for us to sei 

the best work in our various specialties. In neurology, neui*0 
surgery and neuro-physiology, for example, in which I v*'lS 
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receives free holidays, free education for children, free or very 

cheap access to theatres, concerts, etc., etc. In most cases 

the doctor's wife is working too, usually earning an appro*1" 
mately equal income, either as a doctor or in some other 

vocation. Private luxuries are few. Housing accommodation 
(outside hospitals) is cramped and of poor quality. The 

doctor is held in high esteem and respect. His social status 
is good. 

General practice is not materially different from here. 
^ 

is worked on the Dispensary system. A Dispensary serving 
a 

town district will have seven to nine of a staff, who see patients 
at the Dispensary and visit them in their homes as required- 
Patients may choose their own doctors as here, and as a rule* 
one doctor will attend members of the same family. It ^ 
said that the medical profession has a system of 

" self-criticism 
?a disciplinary organisation of medical inspectors and con1' 

mittees, elected by the profession. In the case of unorthodox 
methods of treatment, a doctor, if criticised by his superiors* 
has the right to appeal to a scientific committee of the 

Commissariat of Health. 
It seems that the notorious Soviet Abortion Clinics were 

organised at a time when large sections of the population 
were starving. It was a simple and practical means of meeting 

a 

grave national situation. At present national economic stability 
has been regained, food is plentiful and export is beginning 
again. The regulations concerning abortion are now very 

much as in this country. One gathered that, whereas, in the 

early post-revolutionary period, industrialism was of necessity 
the most highly valued and paid work ; now, with returning 
relative prosperity, the amenities of medicine and the culture 
influences of the arts are the most highly valued and command 
the best payment. ; 

In the U.S.S.R. there are about 400 
" 
Medical Institutes, 

that is, places for medical research and scientific teaching- 
They may be divided into Clinical, combined Clinical an 

Scientific, and purely Scientific. 
A good example of the clinical research institute is the 

1 raumatological Institute of Leningrad. It is a hospital 0 

80 beds with a large expert staff. This is the central Institute 
for this particular research for the Union. Its statistical 
department assembles figures for injuries incurred in various 
industries, in agriculture, transport, etc., and these are passe 
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t? the Commissariat of Health, who organise inquiries the 

causation of such injuries and take energetic steps to 
remove remediable causes. One gained the impression t 

e was a scheme set up with breadth of vision on a large Scale, and with the necessary power and energy e 111 1 

Accomplish something effective. Certain clinical pro em 
^ eS-, some particular type of fracture are selected or 

spe^ Study? and cases of this type are selected for and concentra e at this hospital. When they feel that they have advance* 
Und 

mastered the problem as far as possible they pu is e 

Results and in particular send out pamphlets embo ymg ndings to all hospitals in the Union who may have sue ca to deal with. They have a system of orthopaedic dispensaries served from the main hospital, not unlike the system o 

^r^h?paedie clinics which has been worked out in this cou 
arge numbers of post-graduates are instructed here a 

1200 per annum. These doctors are paid and their farm les adequately provided for during post-graduate study perio s. 
t Was interesting to note that they were not too narrow their outlook. In discussing selection of cases for admission, r?fessor Marshansky, the Director, remarked that a e\v y 
l%? they had operated on a case of strangulated hernia whic ^ad been brought in off the street in their neighbourhoo 

^marked, " After all, we are doctors and he is a sick man. Jt Was obvious that a surgeon doing good work was not undu y ^mpered by officialdom. For, in this " traumatologics! 
0sPital, I saw interesting groups of cases of congenita c u 
0ot and of cleft palate. Marshansky himself was interes e n 

neuro-surgery and had a number of brain tumour a 
Seminal neuralgia cases in. He was carrying out an a 

COrdot0my at the upper cervicai level for the relief of athetos *nd torsion spasms (following Putnam of Boston), wit con- 

Jderable success. Marshansky is an enthusiast and was so 

j 
nd as to teach me this operation on a cadaver in the anatomy ePartment after a strenuous day's work in hospital. Medical Research now has its central institute ca e 

in the capital, Moscow. Nevertheless, for the 
P'esent, and I should suppose for many years to come, the TCtlVe and true academic centre is in its traditional home in 

ningrad. Under the new organisation the Leningra 'n,St"?es are considered a branch of V.I.E.M. in Moscow rhere is a third branch in Sukhum in the South-east, 
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where a sub-tropical climate facilitates study, utilising apes and 
other creatures of warmer climates. This huge organisation 
employs a medical personnel of 2200, of which 800 are engaged 
in purely scientific research, the remainder in combined clinical 
and laboratory work. The budget is 47 million roubles per 
annum. They give three-year fellowships to promising 
graduates and from these recruit their permanent staff. From 

the senior staff a few members are sent out each year to take 

up directorships in important centres of medical activity 
throughout the Union. 

For the central Moscow division of V.I.E.M., a new building 
is being constructed. A grant of 100 million roubles has been 

allocated for the purpose. An important feature is to be the 

combination of extensive scientific laboratories and clinical 
hospital accommodation in one institution. Plans of research 
app'eared in general to be conceived with great breadth 
vision. Ihey were on the whole of a practical and often 

topical character. Many had in view direct clinical applica' 
tions. 1 here was, perhaps, something of a tendency to 

grandiose conceptions, to over-organisation of departmental 
collaboration. One felt at times that not all of this would 
bear fruit and more might be left to natural development 
and opportunity, and that the result might be healthier and 
more practical without so much artificial forcing, preparation 
and building of airy castles. It is to be said, however, that 
the medical scientists of Russia are being given better opp?r' 
tunities to produce good work than in any other country I knoW? 
1 he equipment available to them includes the best scientific 
apparatus from Britain, Germany and America. Their con- 

ditions of work are well-nigh ideal. They have but to sho^ 
earnest endeavour and reasonable capacity and they are 

supplied with a lavish hand. It is surprising, too, in a newly 
organised social state, that the expenditure is made so wisely- 
We saw but little of what we could consider wasted expenditure- 
The men occupying responsible positions were of first-rate 
quality. This satisfactory state of affairs is, I judge, traceable 
to the Commissariat of Health, which seems to be composed 
of eminent practical medical clinicians and scientists. 

Personally I was especially interested in the Pavlov Institute 
in Leningrad. Academician Professor Orbelli has followed 
Pavlov here. His personal work on the autonomic nervous 
system is well known, and I was specially interested to see 
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experimental production of exophthalmic g 

^ arialysis of by phrenic-sympathetic nerve anastomosis 
t-QnS to pain the factors concerned. His studies on 
^ noteworthy, and especially the endocrine factors concern 
^ ^ ̂  as are his studies and conclusions regar 
u|ar tone and sympathetic nerve supply in influencing 
working under contraction. He has about 100 collaborator 

us his direction, and is a masterly organiser. 
mental studies t? 

researches in progress on genetic an env 

conciitioned 0n canine mental types as assessed by stu y . 

-n the dog reflexes ; and on replaceability of cortica u 

^ visited the as studied by its conditioned reflex reaction 
^ ^ Leningrad, dog colony in the country, some ten mi es;ou 
^ ̂ psycho- Ihis research centre is being greatly g 

. 

wjth a view Pathic institute is being constructed in its vici 
^ psycho- to 

co-relating clinical psychiatry with expe 
me sjx Physiology. Orbelli was extremely km , S 
me Qff consecutive hours of his valuable time an 

Koltushy. XVlth a great bunch of flowers from Pavlov s ga 
professor 

x 
At the Von Bechterew Institute in Len n, 

and \aseliev was equally kind. He is an electro-biolog 
,f ^ showed me the most interesting work 

nctivity ; on electrical charge of the atmosphere on ne 
, respiratory the electrotonic effect of poisons on the ear 

^ removed centre and how these could be offset an e 

rcqUired ; on by local application of anode or cathode as requ 
electrical necrosis, etc., etc. 

, medical science It seems that politics have little to c o \ Soviet ,n U.S.S.R. Pavlov himself was much oppo^"^ he is regime, though with improving facilities 
^ evident Said to have softened towards it in his later yea 

. 

rec0gniSed * at an able medical worker, clinical or scl^ qccordingly- y the State as a valuable asset and is trea e 
^ Union? The Ukraine?an independent Repu 1 

similar to as an independent medical research inS 
? 

Professor situated at Kiev. Here the ^ and a ?gomoletz?a noted authority on colloidal chem 
serologic. 

, of which I Lastly I may mention the genera ?T, Were generally Vlsited several in Leningrad and Moscow. 
/pive out of six 

, 
cient. Nurses work a six-hours ay. 

recognised They are State registered and a fully 
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profession. They have 
" 

assistants 
" who do much of the 

rough work of the wards, and the less skilled items of atten- 
tion to patients under the nurses' direction. Most of the nurses 

live out at their own homes or in private lodgings. Many 

of them are married women. The proportion of nurses 
to 

patients is only a little more than half that generally obtaining 
in our general hospitals. Senior or head nurses live in the 

hospitals. Similarly, the more junior members of the medica 
staff sleep outside the hospital. The senior members reside 
in the hospital, so that one or more of them may be 

available in case of emergency. Night duty is taken b} 

juniors, who sleep in hospital by rotation. Surgical wards 
have attached single rooms for the immediate post-operative 
period and for the seriously ill or dying. These patients 
are supplied with individual nursing. Similarly, there lS 

a special room for dressings, which are not carried out 111 

the general wards. The hospitals have a cheerful, friendly 
aspect. The walls are relieved by pictures. There are 

pleasant growing flowers in pots or bowls suitably disp?se 
in halls, corridors, etc. 

I think the Russians have proved an important thing^" 
that people will work well for honour, for the ideal of socia 

duty, for prestige or for power, and that .they will do so without 
the inducement of any considerable personal gain in money> 

property, etc. An inestimable advantage which they noV\ 
possess is security of employment and personal security an 

that of dependents in the events of illness, old age, etc. F01" 

the present, at any rate, an enlightened governing body 

encourages social advancement in all directions and especially 
in general culture, arts, sciences, etc. Their system place^ 
them in a position to control reasonably the production 

0 

medical graduates or any other profession or commodity 
according to the ascertained requirements of the country 

?r 

of world markets. 

Their present disadvantages as I saw them were then" 

isolation and other manifestations of political nervousness 
?r 

insecurity, a certain tendency to undue forcing of labour, 
a 

tendency to over-planning and over-organisation, and the^ 

rather low, though rapidly improving, general standard 0 

living. 
{This Series to be continued) 
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